
3 Reasons Easy® III PSG is the right choice for Physicians.
1. Access to Patient Records Anywhere, Anytime

 Record access made easy.
  Use our powerful viewing software with remote access  
 applications such as Citrix to remotely read   
 patient data from the home or office.

 Easy III will work in any existing network
 Whether you are part of a multi-facility hospital system  
 with satellite offices that are spread out over a large  
 city, state or even the country, or just want to have  
 the ability to read records from wherever you are at a  
 moment’s notice, Cadwell has developed a solution for  
 some of the most diverse networking systems.

2. Your Work, Your Way
 Save time and money with a truly customizable
 report generator 
 Designed for speed and flexibility, the Easy III report  
 generator allows users to customize their own reports or  
 Cadwell will customize them free of charge. User friendly  
 report templates with drop-down options can be created  
 so you save time and eliminate dictation costs. Easy III 
 reports can be saved in Microsoft® Word or PDF
 formats, something that referring physicians will   
 appreciate. 

 Personalize the software to fit your needs
   With customizable views and montages you can   
 easily display the data in a way that is familiar.
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3. Unique and Powerful Features and Benefits
 Q-Video®
 Cadwell’s unique Q-Video® technology provides crystal clear video precisely synchronized with patient data. Video
 movement and audio sound are quantified adjacent to patient data, allowing you to quickly visualize the amount   
 and duration of movement as well as note any ambient sounds that may contribute to arousals. Movement can also be   
 depicted with color for easier identification of arousals and other patient events.  

 SatelliteView™
 Cadwell’s SatelliteView™ compresses up to 100 epochs of raw data into a single window. This is particularly useful in   
 identifying cyclic alternating patterns as well as identifying bursts of activity or repetitive events such as Cheyne Stokes or  
 periodic breathing.
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 Industry leading software and hardware support,
 reliability and performance
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